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(Text: Dr Bronwyn Fredericks, Artwork: Pamela Croft. 2007 NAIDOC Activity at the 
Sandhills Studio and Art Gallery) 
 
Dr Pamela Croft is of the Kooma clan, of the Uralarai people, South West Queensland and 
lives in Keppel Sands on the Capricorn Coast in Central Queensland, Australia. She has 
practised as a visual artist since the mid-eighties and worked as an academic in the State 
of Queensland and the Northern Territory, Australia. She has facilitated and coordinated 
various community cultural development projects, curated exhibitions, worked in 
curriculum design, implementation, evaluation and various other community arts education 
consultancies and projects. She is an active member and representative for Indigenous 
and community art groups advocating for artists rights, social justice, self-determination 
and empowerment. Pamela Croft was the first Aboriginal person in Australia to gain a 
Doctor of Visual Arts in Australia. 
 
Bothways philosophy is utilised by Croft to create alternative story sites for identity and 
displacement, histories, sense of place and the effects of colonisation (Croft 2003). 
Bothways methodology draws from both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal ways of seeing the 
world, exploring relationships, connections and disjunctions. Croft additionally uses 
Bothways as a site for reconciliation, a tool for healing, an educational experience and a 
political act. The artwork the Sorry Wall, which Pamela Croft completed in 1998 with her 
cousin Cheryl Moodai Robinson is scheduled to be exhibited at the Australian National 
Museum as part of a national exhibition commencing in February 2007. The exhibition will 
feature urban Aboriginal Australian and Torres Strait Islander artists and themes.  
 
The Sorry Wall is one of Croft’s most highly political and confrontational works. It 
measures 10 metres in length and is 4 metres high. It consists of 4 rows of barbed wire 
from which 95 birdcages were hung from ceiling to floor (Figures 1). The barbed wire 
fencing symbolises the fences that European settlers used to section off Aboriginal 
ancestral lands; displacing Aboriginal peoples and claiming land ownership. Each birdcage 
contains objects. The objects were gathered separately by Croft and her cousin over 
several years and are one of the most significant symbols of their connections with one 
another and their shared and disjointed histories and stories. Each birdcage through the 
objects contains an individual narrative, which links to the other cages. Within the 
birdcages and narratives there are stories from Croft’s family and others, the 
dispossession of land, destruction of culture, peoples, animals and land, symbolism that 
plays on cultural knowledge that is both secret and public, and memories and images of 
past policies and understandings. The Sorry Wall is the remembering and retelling of the 
stories.  
 
There is evidence that Croft undertook an Aboriginal hunting and gathering process in 
preparing this work. The evidence is in the symbolism and use of salvaged and found 
objects, shells, coral, seeds, bark, icons, and items that would be generally regarded as 
Aboriginal and Australian memorabilia. The use of bricolage is additionally evident within 
each birdcage and within the entire work. There are old paint pots, wooden boxes and old 
bibles within a couple of cages. These belonged to Croft’s adopted father. Pamela was 
removed from her Aboriginal mother as a six year old and adopted into a strict 
fundamentalist Brethren family. There is a birdcage with a 1950s vase with a ‘Native’ 
painted on the surface symbolising the exotic ways Aboriginal people were represented 
(Figure 2). She additionally incorporates dried parts of animals killed on Australian roads, 
such as feathers, bird claws and wings, kangaroo bones and echidna quills within the 
work. Also parts of animals that have been caught up and died in the rubbish in the ocean 
and along the shoreline. In a way, these animal elements signify the destruction caused by 
the processes of colonisation, just as animals are killed through the processes of living 
today. The animals additionally portray the connection between Aboriginal people, land, 
totems and spirituality along with loss of freedom, ancestry and lifestyle. Croft uses the 
objects (natural and man-made) and the process of bricolage as a means of retelling and 
remaking history and highlighting issues.  
 
The Sorry Wall is a metaphor for the colonisation of Australia and its Indigenous peoples. 
It tells the story of colonisation, displacement, domination, exploitation, massacres, 
assimilation and attempts at integration and explores concepts of identity, whiteness, 
gender, grief, land, memory, religion and power. The work shares and reveals secrets and 
imparts knowledge and experiences. It in a sense gives power by the reclaiming of 
individual and communal stories and retelling history using subjugated knowledge.  
 
When exhibited in 2007 the work will place a challenge to those who view it and those that 
choose to walk through the doorway within the wall, a small entrance constructed as a 
narrow passage way.  The artwork has to be seen and dealt with by the viewer before and 
then on entering through the space where the stories and secrets of the families unfolded. 
When the Sorry Wall was on display at Sydney Casula Powerhouse Museum in 1998, 
some people chose not to walk through the passageway. Others were overcome by the 
total number of cages, all the narratives and by the road kill. With the cages all hanging 
together the story of colonisation and environmental challenges became a powerful entity. 
It is without doubt an intensely challenging and discomforting artwork, working on 
aesthetic, emotional, educational, environmental and political levels.  
 
Croft and her cousin named the artwork, the Sorry Wall as it represented the microcosm of 
Australia’s political climate at the time it was conceptualised and created. The Prime 
Minister of Australia at that time and now, John Howard was called upon by sectors of the 
Australian population in the late 1990s to say sorry, to apologise to Aboriginal peoples for 
the past and to the ‘Stolen Generation’: those Aboriginal people who were removed from 
their Aboriginal families and raised by non-Aboriginal families and institutions. The artwork 
from this context offers up a challenge to Australia on the notions of identity, environment, 
history and community, our past, present and our future.  
 
The Sorry Wall will be displayed from October 2007 at the Australian National Museum as 
part of a national exhibition featuring urban Aboriginal Australian and Torres Strait Islander 
artists and themes.  
 








Figure 2. The Sorry Wall.  
